The Harder They Fall (Season Three) Synopsis

NOTE: this document contains the PLOT and as such will SPOIL the story if you intend to read book three at some point.

Dan and Andy are in Nepal doing charity work. Dan is sick, delaying their return
Andy decides he wants to be a dad for real
Rob Simpson-Stone (old school friend) organises a school reunion - he says it is due to a heart condition
Jess has a fling with Rob - they were together at school
Jess keeps it from Andy
Adele tells Andy about Rob
The reunion happens - Josh sees Kris and George kissing and is jealous
Shaunna and Kris tell everyone they’re separated
Josh and George are not speaking - it reaches breaking point
George goes to stay with his mum, and then with Shaunna and Kris
Josh tells George he’s in love with him and that he is asexual
Jess leaves Eleanor’s hen party to be with Rob
Josh tells Eleanor about him and George
Eleanor and James get married (and already have a 6 wk old son called Toby)
George introduces Josh to his mum - Iris - and tells Josh about one of his boyfriends, Jono, who lived in the flats too. He also tells him about Sam - a violent relationship he had at uni
Andy and Jess fall out
The Circle go on honeymoon to Wales
Josh and George’s relationship is hurried on by the sleeping arrangements
Oliver falls down a hole and Casper and George rescue him
Eleanor tells Jess she has been ripped off by Rob - he is a conman
Shaunna and Andy spend the night together (they are drunk and can’t remember anything about it other than waking up next to each other)
George forces Josh to open up to him
Josh tells George about his suicide attempts and why
George has a seizure
Josh and Sean make amends - Sean gives up drinking
Adele and Dan get engaged - Dan asks his eldest brother, Michael, to be best man, knowing Adele won’t agree to getting married
Kris has a new boyfriend - Ade Simmons
Jason sets up Campion Community Trust with his inheritance from Alistair Campion - his biological father
James and Dan agree to become trustees for Campion Community Trust
	Andy and Michael are both living with their mother again

